Dear Friends and Visitors
Fr Mark’s homily for Ash Wednesday:
When St Benedict says that the entire life of a monk ought to be a continuous Lent (RB 49), he
means our return to God. He calls it the search for God (RB 7:27, 58:7). Lent is about search for,
returning, to God, and so is the monk, and that is why our life ought to be a continuous Lent.
There is something, though, of a reversal of roles in this talk about the monk’s seeking and
returning to God. It makes God the object and we the active agent. In fact, it’s the other way
round, and Benedict knew this.
You don’t have to get very far into the Prologue of the Rule before you start finding things like:
he has already counted us his sons; his gifts which are in us; the light from God, the voice from
heaven everyday calling us….”Come!” God is the one seeking his workman . He calls, even yells,
“Is anyone there?”
As for any good the monk does, it is the Lord’s power, not their own. The Lord waits, the Lord
supplies the grace to do to our nature which by itself can’t.
Lent, then, is eally the time for us to be found. It is true, the prophet Joel in the first reading
calls us to return to God. But in those mere seven verses we heard just now, Joel uses eight
different words nine times to talk about the tenderness of God: God’s mercy is there before we
get a notion to move; his compassion is the already-in-place situation that makes what we like
to think of as our search for him really our being found at last.
Paul does the same thing. “Be reconciled to God,” he says. But then he makes it clear that our
being reconciled is simply not letting the already-on-offer grace of God go to waste. “I have
heard you,” Paul has God say, “I have helped you.” Lent is the time for us simply to receive that
humbly.
With a phrase of eight words Paul tells us just what that grace of God looks like, that help and
that hearing. “He who knew no sin God made sin, for us.” There is a shock and violence in those
eight words that make Mel Gibson’s film look like Cinderalla.
Paul smashes God. In Jesus Christ, God in human form and crucified, God himself takes from us
once and for all the god we would like to keep as the passive object of our manipulating and
self-serving search. God is not “on our side,” over against the “other.” God is us, for the other,
especially the one who would be our enemy.
So God smashes us, too. Because of that grace already in place and the astounding exchange of
just for sinner, we are not the nerd and jerk we down deep think we are; we are God for others,
the righteousness of God, almsgiving, prayer and sacrifice, here. The Temple.
Lent is a time to find ourselves as found by God who has chosen to be God in the world in large
part in us, his secret place.
As in years past, before Compline on Tuesday before Ash Wednesday the community gathered

in the Chapter Room for the reading of chapter 49 of the Rule of St Benedict, and the
distribution of the Lenten books (see Rule of St Benedict chapter 48:15-16). As has been our
custom at Ava, each evening during Lent a bell sounds at 7:00 p.m. This is the signal for all the
brothers to devote the time remaining before Complin to lectio.
In addition to the distribution of the Lenten books, at the same Tuesday evening gathering Fr
Abbot presented the postulant’s habit to Br Bernard (Kevin) Fitzgerald. Bernard was a
temporarily professed monk of Ava who, for personal reasons, had to leave the Abbey after his
vows expired seven years ago, always with the hope of eventually resuming the monastic life at
Ava. He has finally been able to do that, and we are happy to have him back. Br Bernard was, in
fact, the very first fruitcake baker. He has resumed that responsibility now.
Speaking of the bakery, the 17th fruitcake season began February 5, after the traditional
January hiatus. During the 16th season we listened carefully to customer feedback. We have
learned from that feedback ways we can make an excellent and valued product even better! In
addition, we have formed a Bakery Committee that meets once a month to coordinate the
bakery activities, to oversee production techniques and business practices. Easch monthly
meeting includes a ritual like sampling of a cake baked chosen at random from the output since
the previous meeting, that way ensuring the presence of all members at each meeting.
February 2 was the Feast of the Presentation of the Lord. Our custom is to gather in the
Chapter room before the Office of Lauds. There, with subdued lighting, we have the blessing
and lighting of the candles, and then the procession into the Church, the Temple of the Lord. Fr
Richard was present with us for the blessing of the candles. He was in his “geri-chair,” the
mobile recliner he generally uses to get around the house. Like the rest of us, Fr Richard held a
hymn sheet in one hand and a flaming candle in the other. But unlike the rest of us, Fr Richard’s
two hands drift toward one another with the inevitable result. While most of us had our eyes
fixed on our hymn sheets as we were singing away, Br Bernard glanced up and saw the flames
arising from the paper in Fr Richard’s left hand. Bernard dashed across the Chapter Room,
knocked the burning paper to the ground, and stomped it dead out. Fr Richard was smiling
delightedly, and Fr Mark remarked how Fr Richard had imitated the Desert Father who, when
asked about how to pray, raised his hands to heaven and, with tongues of fire coming out of
each finger, replied, “Why not become all flame?”
A man from Biloxi, MS, commenced his six week observership in early February. There are now
several fine candidates at various stages of discerning a vocation here at Ava. One, from
Norway, will begin his observership in May. A few others will come in March for longer or
shorter visits and conversations.

February 18 – 20 was the Heartland Benedictine Vocation Directors Meeting, annually heled
here at Ava. Besides our own Br Francis and Fr Filomeno, ten monks and nuns from monasteries
in the mid-west convened for the informal and always fruitful meeting.
You will notice a new feature on our web page, the Index to the accumulated Newsletters
posted here. This Index is the work of one of the Associates of Assumption Abbey, who was
assisted by our webmaster, Dennis Day. We are deeply grateful to this kind Associate who in a
very short time turned the expressed wish of Fr Abbot into a living reality. St Benedict would be
very pleased at this kind of “obedience.”
Fr Richard Fox, OCSO, continues in a weakened condition. He is receiving excellent care here in
the Abbey. The new senior wing/infirmary is proving a real blessing. The monks, directed by Fr
Cyprian, infirmarian, have shown the greatest love and generosity in caring fro Fr Richard. Fr
Richard also enjoys the professional help of a local home care service whose staff has bonded
with us in a marvelous way, and, most recently, of Community Hospice of Mountain View. We
ask our friends to please keep Fr Richard in their prayers.
On March 12 Dom Francis Michael, superior of Holy Spirit Abbey, Conyers, GA, will arrive for his
first visit to Assumption Abbey. On the 15th he, Br Toabias, and Fr Mark will drive to New
Melleray Abbey, Iowa. Francis Michael and Mark will attend the biennial Meeting of the US
Region, OCSO, March 15-24, held at New Melleray. Br Tobias, a monk of New Melleray on loan
to Ava, will take advantage of the trip to visit his own community for the week.
On the first Sunday of Lent, Fr Mark delivered this talk to the monks in Chapter:
Chapter Talk – February 29 2004 1 Cor 15 I
We have arrived at Chapter 15 in 1 Corinthians. This is the next to the last chapter, but really it
is the end. The literally concluding chapter, Chapter 16, is more like the last blessing at Mass,
preceded by a few announcements: next week’s second collection, travel plans, and some local
news. So Chapter 15 is really Paul’s last word of in letter, the final course of banquet that has
been Paul’s First Letter to the Corinthians.
Someone who knows a lot more than I do has said that chapter 15 “forms not only the close
and crown of the whole epistle, but also provides the key to its meaning from which light is
shed onto the whole.” In any case, just think would our Christian faith be without this chapter,
or our liturgy. Here are just a few of the sound bites put together in a chain that throughout the
Christian centuries have enriched and nourished and given rise to liturgical texts and rites,
poetry, spiritual meditations, hymns, prayers, homilies, holy cards, devotions, and retreat

conferences, as well as theological treatises. In chapter 15 you find:
I handed on to you what I also received, that Christ died for our sins according to the scriptures;
that he was buried; that he was raised on the third day according to the scriptures (3-4).
If Christ has not been raised your faith is in vain; you are still in your sins (17).
If for this life only we have hoped in Christ, we are the most pitiable people of all (19).
But now Christ has been raised, the first fruits of those who have fallen asleep (20).
Just as in Adam all die, so too in Christ shall all be brought to life, but each in proper order (22).
If the dead are not raised: Let us eat and drink, for tomorrow we die (32).
It is sown corruptible; it is raised incorruptible. It is sown dishonorable; it is raised glorious. It is
sown weak; it is raised powerful. It is sown a natural body; it is raised a spiritual body (43-44).
The first man, Adam, became a living being, the last Adam a life-giving spirit.
Flesh and blood cannot inherit the kingdom of God (50).
I shall tell you a mystery. We shall not all fall asleep, but we will all be changed (51).
And finally:
Thanks be to God who gives us the victory through our Lord Jesus Christ (57).
I think that all of this, and this entire chapter 15, is summarized and condensed in one other
thing Paul says in this chapter: By the grace of God, he says, I am what I am (10).
That’s true of us, too. That’s why Paul said it. We are what we are not because of our heredity
or our education or our skills and accomplishments or our connections or our spiritual
experience or our emotional health or disease or our sexual orientation; we are what we are
because of something called grace that comes from outside us, so to speak, but that is now
both potentially and actually our real identity.
When I say grace comes from outside us I am just using an image. Grace is not a thing and it has
not location or any need to come and go. At the same time, though, grace is not given with
human generation, like your DNA or like the color of our eyes, or even like our eyes themselves.
You expect a baby to be born with eyes. When it is not you know that something’s wrong, that
something’s missing that should be there.
Grace is not expected in that way. You could say that grace is more like a surprise party, but
that’s not quite it either. Because as your 25th wedding anniversary gets close, or on 75th
birthday, you secretly start days in advance practicing to act surprised when everyone jumps up
from behind couches and chairs when you walk into the room. You make up a little speech that
will make it sound that your really speechless but without embarrassing yourself. You expect a
surprise party; you expect it because you know you deserve it and you do, and you’re kind of
disappointed when you come home and there’s just the dog and your wife who’s expecting
your to take her out to dinner, and your disappointment is understandable.
But grace is totally unexpected, totally surprising, and totally undeserved. That is why it is
grace, which means gift and free, and it is this undeserved off-your-guard-catching you surprise
of God that makes you really what you are.

Up to this point in his first letter to them, Paul has been telling the Corinthians that the
Christian life is nothing else but letting the entire party, all the guests, the balloons, the
champagne, the flowers and the gifts wrapped in silver and gold foil, with the cake and ice
cream, and the love and kindly regard for you that they all stand for – letting it all seep into you
and become, finally, not outside any more, but inside, not unnatural, but as native as the
marrow of your bones. You are, finally and all unplanned, what you are, by the grace of God,
not by your handsome parents or by the love and support of your friends.
Now, in chapter 15, Paul is drawing all this out beyond the dust and dark of the grave. For the
what that you are by grace, grace has still more surprises in store. I was happy to find this
affirmed by a commentary on 1 Corinthians. “Undeserved, unmerited grace which springs from
the free, sovereign love of God alone and becomes operative in human life not only determines
Paul’s life and…vocation but also characterizes all Christian existence, not least the promise of
resurrection.” It is a wonderful chapter for Lent and Easter, and for a time when one of us
grace-filled monks finds the vital signs of his terrestrial sojourn getting weaker. That it should
be the chapter before us at this time was not foreseen when this series of talks began three and
a half years ago. So that, too, is gift of grace.
Dear Friends and Visitors
January 1 is the Day of Prayer for World Peace. In the middle of the month the Universal Church
observes the Week of Prayer for Christian Unity, January 17 – 25. Thus, the year begins with the
call to all Christians and to all people of good will to pray for peace, for unity, for reconciliation.
People have postures when they pray: Catholics kneel, Quakers sit, Orthodox stand, Jews rock
and sway, Muslims bow, Buddhists sit. When we are praying, then, our bodies do not let us do
bad things to other people. And the words we say or the silence we are immersed in instruct
our hearts and our wills in the ways of peace and love, forgiveness and generosity. May the
impetus of January toward prayer and peace stay with us throughout the year.
January 1 is also, in the Catholic world, the Octave Day of Christmas and the Solemnity of the
Mother of God. In his homily for this day, Abbot Mark said,
It is interesting to look at the Motherhood of Mary in the New Testament. For Paul, she is
nameless. The facts of Mary’s race and sex, rather than her person and vocation, are
uppermost: Born of a woman, under the Law (Gal 4:4). Before she is Mary or Mother, she is
woman; she is Jewish.
For Mark, Mary is an outsider, uncomprehending: And his mother came and standing
outside…(Mk 3:31). The fact that Jesus is “Son of Mary” is justification enough for the townsfolk
to dismiss him.

In Matthew Mary is the fulfillment of the prophets: A virgin shall conceive (Mt 1:23, Is 7:14).
She is the mother who held, short of like a shrine a God, the light the nations come to adore
(Mt 2:10-11).
For Luke, Mary is Mother in a fully human and tender way: She wrapped him in swaddling
clothes and laid him in a manger (Lk 2:7).
In John, once again Mary is simply “the woman.” Her son’s incarnation is wholly the work of
God. In John, Mary’s Motherhood is elsewhere. At Cana, she recognized the fullness of time
even though Jesus’ hour had not yet come (Jn 2:4-5). She gave birth to the first of his signs,
becoming the mother of the manifestation of his glory ((Jn 2:11). At the Cross, the son says,
Behold your Mother, behold your son (Jn 19:26-27). He becomes a Father, and Mary becomes
the Mother of his Body the Church, Who is us and all who believe in the Mystery.
Mary is Mother of Jesus, Mother of God; she is our Mother who bears us, wraps us, sets us on
our way before we think we’re ready; bears the weight of our scandal and shame, is the
guarantee that our faith is not in vain and that the promises made us will be fulfilled. “We come
to you, O holy Mother of God. Do not forsake us in our needs.” Mary is the Mother of Peace.
Assumption Abbey is in the diocese of Springfield-Cape Girardeau. There is throughout the year
in the diocese a continual exposition and adoration of the Blessed Sacrament. Each parish and
religious house is assigned two or three days for this venerable Catholic devotion. Assumption
Abbey held Eucharistic Adoration in our church from after morning Mass till after evening
meditation on January 2, 3, and 4. It was a time of special grace for us, but certainly not foreign:
each evening after the Office of Vespers we expose the Blessed Sacrament during the period of
silent meditation. Over the years, this practice has had its effect on the community, on the
guests, and, hopefully, on the local church as a whole.
January 6 was the Feast of the Epiphany of the Lord. In his homily for the Feast, Fr Mark said,
JESUS WOULD SAY, “I HAVE COME, NOT FOR PEACE BUT FOR THE SWORD.” AT THE EPIPHANY
OF CHRIST, THE SWORD IS UNSHEATHED. IT IS THE SWORD OF THE WISE SOLOMON: “GET ME A
SWORD,” SOLOMON SAID, AND IN CHRIST THE SWORD APPEARS. WHEN WE MEET CHRIST, WE
ARE CUT OPEN. LIKE HEROD, WE ARE FORCED TO SEE OUR INNER DARKNESS, OUR JEALOUSY
AND ANGER, OUR FEARS AND OUR DESIRES THAT ARE LESS THAN WORTHY OF THE LIGHT OF
GOD.
BUT THE EPIPHANY OF CHRIST ALSO GIVES US AN ALTERNATIVE TO OUR SYSTEMS OF RIVALRY
AND ANXIETY,OR POWER AND ENVY. THE ALTERNATIVE IS THE WISDOM OF GOD THAT IS
FOOLISHNESS TO MEN. THE SWORD OF CHRIST APPEARS MOST POWERFULLY IN THE CRIB AND
IN THE CROSS. IN THE CRIB AND THE CROSS, GOD HAS CHOSEN TO BE GOD FOR US, IN A WAY
THAT PROVOKES NO ENVY AND INVITES NO RIVALRY. THE CRIB AND THE CROSS OFFER TO OUR
IMAGINATIONS AND TO OUR HEARTS A NEW OBJECT OF IMITATION, A NEW WAY OF BEING

HUMAN, SINLESS IN OUR SINFUL FLESH.
IF ALL JERUSALEM IMITATED HEROD IN HIS ANXIOUS AND PARANOID FEAR, WE HAVE THE
CHOICE TO IMITATE THE MAGI IN THEIR BRIGHT HUMILITY AND CUNNING SIMPLICITY, THE
MAGI WHO IN THEIR TURN IMITATED THE STAR IN ITS CLARITY AND JOY. BY LIVING LIVES OF
PURE WORSHIP, BEFORE THE ANGERLESS INFANT AND BEFORE THE FORGIVING CROSS WE
SHOW OURSELVES TO BE CHILDREN OF SOLOMON, SONS OF GOD, INFECTED BY HIS FOLLY
WHICH IS WISER THAN OUR CALCULATIONS, AND HIS WEAKNESS, WHICH IS STRONGER THAN
OUR FEAR.
AS ST GREGORY THE GREAT SAID, “ESTABLISH YOUR MIND’S ATTENTION IN THE TRUE
LIGHT…EVEN IF THE WEAKNESS OF OUR BODY TRIES TO HOLD US BACK, LET US FOLLOW CHRIST
BY THE FOOTSTEPS OF OUR LOVE. HE WHO GAVE US OUR DESIRE WILL NOT FAIL US.”
In the middle of the month we enjoyed two sets of presentations from visitors. One set was on
forestry and forest management. The other was on environmental ethics. While clear different
in many ways, the two were happily complementary. The first set of presentations took place
on one afternoon, January 9. Our visitors were David Haenke, Clint Trammel, and Gregg
Galbraith. David is the forest manager of Alford Forest, a private holding in our county. Clint is
the veteran forest manager of Pioneer Forest, a vast privately owned forest under sustainable
management in the central part of the state. Gregg, finally, is president of the not-for-profit
Ozark Regional Land Trust. The three talked to us sustainable forest management and about
the Bryant Creek Watershed, the area of the Ozarks Assumption Abbey has the good fortune to
be at the heart of. The three presentations were part of a recent initiative at the Abbey to be
more enlightened and intentional in our approach to forest management. Coincidentally, the
Missouri Department of Conservation is funding an inventory of our 3,400 acres of woods and
the drawing up of a forest management plan.
The second set of presentation consisted of a series of five conferences over four days by Paul
Wojda, PhD. Paul, 41 years old, is a professor in the Department of Theology at St Thomas
University, St Paul, MN. Paul’s field is moral theology, with a specialty in medical ethics. At our
request, Paul worked up these fresh presentations on environmental, or ecological, moral
issues. His topics were: Christianity and the Ecological Crisis; the case against Christianity’s
having anything positive to say about these issues; the case in favor of Christianity’s
contribution to the ecological crisis; theology and ecology; and finally, the Eucharist and
Ecology. The community was deeply moved by Paul’s clear, thoughtful, solid, and challenging
conferences. “In the Eucharist, the ‘groaning of creation’ becomes our prayer.”
Later in January, Br Francis and Fr Mark visited two Catholic middle and high schools in St Louis.
The purpose was to speak to Catholic youth about “the good news” of monastic life. On January
21 they spoke to four classes of senior boys at Christian Brothers College. Before and after

meeting the students Francis and Mark enjoyed the hospitality of the Brothers and the staff,
which included a comprehensive tour of this brand new $50 million dollar facility. On the 22nd
the two monks spent the day at Gateway Academy in Chesterfield, a suburb of St Louis.
Gateway is an independent Catholic school, pre-K through high school. Fr Mark celebrated
Mass with about 85 boys of the middle and high school classes. After Mass, Francis and Mark
met with several small groups of the boys. The students were very well prepared for what we
had to offer. They had good questions, and also good answers. Both the monks were
unprepared for the response when they asked one group of about 30 boys, “How many of you
have studied Latin.” Every one of the students immediately raised his hand! This trip to St Louis
for vocational recruitment was somewhat rare for us, but the experience was so positive and so
well received that we think it worthwhile to repeat with some regularity. We are particularly
grateful to Tim and Donna Hobart, long time friends of the Abbey in St Louis, who arranged the
visit to CBC, and who opened their home to the Ava monks, providing them with a fine dinner
in a family atmosphere, and over night lodging.
It is normal for us to have our annual community retreat in January. This year our retreat
director was Dom Bernard Johnson, OCSO. Entering Gethsemani Abbey, Kentucky, as a young
man, Frater Bernard was soon sent to the new foundation at Conyers, Georgia. In the early
1960’s Dom Bernard was abbot of another of Gethsemani’s foundations, New Clairvaux Abbey,
Vina, CA. For most of the 1970’s and 1980’, he was in service to the Order in Rome, principally
holding the office of Procurator General. For the decade of the 1990’s Dom Bernard was abbot
of Holy Spirit Abbey, Conyers, Georgia. At present, he is back at New Clairvaux as a “simple
monk,” but spends a few months each year serving as chaplain to one or another of our
monasteries of nuns in the US. The theme of Dom Bernard’s retreat was holiness. With endless
stories and antidotes from his vast experience in the Order, Dom Bernard illustrated aspects of
monastic holiness through the lives of monks and nuns, many of whom he had known and lived
with, truly saintly men and women but who to the world at large would be counted as
“nothing” (cf 1 Cor 1:28). The depth of Dom Bernard’s solid doctrine snuck up on you and took
hold of you from the inside like the best of jokes and the most entertaining of stories.
As January ended, refreshed by the retreat and a hiatus from our normal work, the monks
prepared to return to the bakery and begin the miraculous and contemplative work of
producing some 30,000 Assumption Abbey fruitcakes for the enjoyment of as many and more
faithful and valued patrons.
Fr Mark, Abbot

